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Sharon Terry is President and CEO of the Genetic Alliance and the founding Executive Director of PXE International, a lay advocacy group for the genetic condition pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE). Following the diagnosis of their two children with pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE) in 1994, Sharon, a former college chaplain, and her husband, Patrick, founded and built a dynamic organization that fosters ethical research and policies and provides support and information to members and the public.

She is at the forefront of consumer participation in genetics research, services and policy and serves as an Ethical Legal and Social Implications Research Advisor of NHGRI/NIH, and a member of many of the major governmental advisory committees on medical research, including the National Institute of Arthritis Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases Council.

Sharon is a member of the board of directors of the Biotechnology Institute and the advisory board of the Johns Hopkins Genetics and Public Policy Center funded by the Pew Charitable Trusts. She is a member of the Leadership Advisory Group for the Rare Disease Clinical Research Network Patient Advisory Consortium funded by the Office of Rare Diseases, NIH.

She has co-authored numerous papers including two papers on the discovery of the PXE gene, published back-to-back in Nature Genetics, June 2000. As a co-inventor of the gene associated with PXE (ABCC6), she has filed a patent application for the invention. She directs a 19-lab research consortium and manages 52 offices worldwide for PXE International. She recently founded the Genetic Alliance Biobank serves as president of its board. The Biobank is a cooperative biological samples and data repository that allows lay advocacy and community organizations to bank and manage samples, thereby accelerating research both within and across disease by providing access to fully protected, linked samples in a centralized collection.

Sharon feels strongly that consumers, working together and partnering with professionals and industry, can generate the energy and mechanisms necessary to realize the promise of basic research. Her work with the Genetic Alliance over the past few years has included working on international and national committees, particularly focused on genetic literacy, research protections, biosample repositories, technology translation, accessible services and youth issues. Sharon is committed to facilitating technical assistance to lay advocacy groups, so that each group benefits from the wisdom of the other.

Sharon lives with Patrick and their two children in Maryland.

From Here to the Genome and Back Again: personal stories, genetics and populations

Ms. Terry will speak about her journey into genetics, genomics and research. She will discuss how the diagnosis of her two children led her to become literate in science in a way she never imagined: discovery of the gene associated with their condition, and participation in the International HapMap Project.

The Project seeks to map haplotypes, blocks of human DNA. These maps might shed enough light on the enormous amount of data collected in the human genome project to make applications to health care possible. There is mounting evidence that certain haplotypes associate with certain groups of people. If they do, then there may be ways to know what treatments to give people for various diseases based on these haplotypes.

Ms. Terry has spent the last two years engaged in discussion with groups of people from Iona College and the surrounding communities. These groups have reflected on the fact that whenever a group of people is studied, there are concerns about how they will be treated, on the individual and group level. Ms. Terry will share some of the findings of her research.
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